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Abstract
Tools to automate the summarization of nursing entries in
electronic health records (EHR) have the potential to support
healthcare professionals to obtain a rapid overview of a
patient's situation when time is limited. This study explores a
keyword-based text summarization method for the nursing text
that is based on machine learning model explainability for text
classification models. This study aims to extract keywords and
phrases that provide an intuitive overview of the content in
multiple nursing entries in EHRs written during individual
patients’ care episodes. The proposed keyword extraction
method is used to generate keyword summaries from 40
patients’ care episodes and its performance is compared to a
baseline method based on word embeddings combined with the
PageRank method. The two methods were assessed with
manual evaluation by three domain experts. The results
indicate that it is possible to generate representative keyword
summaries from nursing entries in EHRs and our method
outperformed the baseline method.
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Introduction
Nurses document on a daily basis the care provided to each
patient undergoing treatment in a hospital. This information is
stored in patients’ electronic health records (EHRs). The main
purpose of EHRs is to ensure optimal care and support the
communication between shift personnel, between wards, as
well as between hospitals and other healthcare service
providers. A large portion of this information is documented as
free-text narratives. As large quantities of documented
information may accumulate in patients’ EHRs, particularly for
patients suffering from more complex and long-term health
problems, nurses may have insufficient time to study the
information previously documented. This is especially the case
during busy care situations when time and personnel resources
are limited. Consequently, this could lead to communication
failures and errors in the provided care [1]. Tools to automate
the summarization of content of EHRs could save time in hectic
situations and make the patient information more accessible [2–
4].
A central challenge in automatic text summarization lies in how
to compute relative information importance; how to decide
what information should be included in a summary. This is

especially challenging when no labeled training data or user
queries are available to guide this process. The purpose of this
research is to introduce and report on an initial evaluation of a
keyword-based summarization method for nursing entries that
utilizes the same principles as what is used in machine learning
model explainability. The model explanation is also considered
a form of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI). This is
applied to a text classification model trained on a distantly
related proxy task, which is further used to generate a summary
containing keywords and key phrases to provide the user with
an intuitive overview of the content in the multiple nursing
entries written during individual patients’ care episodes,
meaning we perform keyword extraction and relevance ranking
on a multi-document level. A care episode here refers to a
patient’s stay in the hospital. In brief, this method utilizes a text
classification model trained to predict the (Finnish) care
classification topic headings used by nurses when they
document the care. Each paragraph contains one heading from
a taxonomy with more than 400 headings [5,6]. Next, using the
classification model we apply a XAI method to extract the most
predictive words for the topic heading with the highest
confidence. Due to the nature of the prediction task, we make
an assumption that words which are seen as most predictive,
found using the XAI method, are also the most central
keywords associated with the “meaning” expressed in the
paragraphs (see the Explainer Extractor section for more
details). This provides relevance weights to each word in each
paragraph locally. Finally, to rank keywords by their relevance
on the level of a care episode, each paragraph is assigned an
importance weight that is further multiplied with the
normalized keyword weights. As a baseline method to compare
against, a keyword extraction method based on PageRank with
word embeddings is used (see the PR Extractor section). Three
domain experts evaluated the keyword summaries of 40 care
episodes extracted by these two methods. We are not aware of
previous works reporting on this task.
Related work
Keyword extraction is a task that aims to retrieve the most
important words related to the subject of a given text [7].
Keyword extraction methods can be divided into supervised
(classification problems where keywords are labels) and
unsupervised methods (statistical, entropy-based, and graphbased methods) [8]. Given the nature of the task, most existing
methods can be considered unsupervised and domainindependent. A general trend in more recent unsupervised
keyword extraction approaches typically is combining multiple
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techniques to increase the extraction quality. However, a
comprehensive review of such methods is lacking. Zhang et al.
[9] combined pre-trained word vectors (trained with word2vec
[10]) and TextRank algorithm that used cosine similarity
between the word vectors to form the graph for the TextRank
model. This method outperformed the use of TF-IDF as word
representation, as well as the original TextRank and UNTTextRank, at the task of extracting keywords from computer
science-related literature. Teneva et al. [11] combined
PageRank and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for keyword
extraction (Salience Rank) where LDA and topic and corpus
specificity were used to form the graph for the PageRank
algorithm. This method outperformed topical PageRank and
single topical PageRank in keyword extraction from the 500NKPCrowd and Inspec datasets. Chengzhang and Dan [12]
combined PageRank and word2vec word vectors to rank
sentences that outperformed TextRank and TF-IDF in Chinese
news summarization.
Supervised methods have gained popularity in keyword
extraction due to their good performance. However, the
complexity of the task and the need, and the lack of tailored
training data limits their generalizability [8]. Tang et al. [13]
used a BERT-based model with an added attention layer to
extract keywords based on attention layer weights from clinical
notes. They report that the attention-based model can identify
relevant keywords that are strongly related to the clinical
progress note categories. However, the quality of the extracted
keywords was not assessed. In addition, attention-based
interpretability has been found to be inconsistent with model
predictions and attention does not necessarily correspond to the
importance of input for prediction [14,15]. Meng et al. [16]
used a RNN-based supervised generative model to predict
keywords from multiple scientific publication datasets which
outperformed TF-IDF, TextRank, SingleRank, ExpandRank,
Maui, and KEA. In addition, multiple more shallow supervised
methods such as Naive Bayes [17] and Random Forest [18]
have been used in keyword extraction, but their performance
only exceeds very basic benchmark algorithms. Our work is
comparable to that of Tang et al. [13] who performed keyword
extraction from clinical text using an attention-based model.
However, we utilize the local interpretable model-agnostic
explanations (LIME) [19] to extract keywords from our
classification model and focus on multi-document keyword
extraction.

Methods
Generation of keyword-based summaries was performed with
two methods: Explainer Extractor and PR Extractor. PR
Extractor was chosen as the baseline because it enhances the
classic PageRank algorithm by incorporating better semantic
representation which seems to perform better than the plain
method.
Explainer Extractor - Keyword extraction through
explainable AI
This method combines a text classification model with model
explainability. Model explainability is used to extract the most
relevant words for the classification task. For the text
classification, we use a bidirectional LSTM-based neural
network [20], and for the model explainability, we use local
interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME) [19].
The classification model was trained to classify each paragraph
into one subject heading (multiclass classification). The
bidirectional LSTM layer structure and hyperparameters were
chosen based on its performance in previous research [6]. The
full pipeline of training the neural network is presented in
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Figure 1. Tensorflow (version 2.2.0) was used to implement the
model [21].
Figure 1– The model architecture and training pipeline. Each
sample was encoded with TensorFlow datasets module
SubwordTextEncoder to numerical format. After that samples
were batched and padded and fed to the model. The
Embedding layer used pre-trained word embeddings from
Word2Vec (see section PR Extractor for details) if one for the
word was available. Early stopping with the patience of three
epochs was used to avoid overfitting.

Data
The used dataset contains nursing entries obtained from a
Finnish university hospital. Each entry was split into
paragraphs and corresponding subject heading. The whole
dataset consisted of 1,7M paragraphs and 408 unique heading
pairs. Each paragraph-heading pair formed individual training
examples. The dataset was split into a training set (60%), a
validation set (20%), and a test set (20%).
Keyword extraction
After training the base model, the LIME package’s module
LimeTextExplainer was used to get the local importance of
words in each paragraph. LimeTextExplainer uses Ridge
regression to determine the regression coefficients for each
word in a sample and the words which get the highest absolute
coefficient values are interpreted as the most important ones.
LimeTextExplainer leverages the base model to investigate
how perturbations in original input affect the prediction [19].
To rank the paragraphs by their importance, a paragraphsimilarity graph was constructed; paragraphs were nodes, and
edges were weights between their similarities. These edge
weights were calculated using the text representation from the
bidirectional-LSTM layer as a vector representation of each
paragraph, and the cosine similarity between paragraph-vector
pairs was used to construct the edge weights. By applying the
PageRank algorithm [22], paragraphs were ranked according to
their importance.
The full keyword extraction pipeline has the following steps.
1. The care episode was split into paragraph and heading
pairs, and only alphabetic characters were retained in
each paragraph.
2. Each paragraph of each care episode was ranked
according to its importance.
3. Keywords were extracted from each paragraph with
LimeTextExplainer and coefficients with the highest
absolute values were used as keywords.
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4. Coefficients were Z-standardized and further weighted
with paragraph score. If a paragraph had only one
token, the importance of a word was assigned to be the
same as the importance of the paragraph.
5. Keywords occurring next to each other were combined
into keyphrases and the highest scores of the
components were used as keyphrase scores (Figure 2).
6. Stopwords defined in nltk.stopwords(‘finnish’) [23]
and some additional common Finnish stop words were
removed.
7. Keywords were mapped back to corresponding
headings.
8. Duplicate keywords were removed.
9. The number of keywords was 10% of care episode
tokens which were returned in order of their original
appearance in the care episode.
Figure 2- Example of word scoring. This example paragraph
is translated from Finnish to English. 1) The importance of
keywords is in relation to the darkness of the token’s
background color from grey to dark green. 2) Keywords
occurring next to each are combined into keyphrases. 3)
Illustration of how a keyword summary with the top five
keywords and keyphrases generated from this paragraph
alone would look like.

1. Keywords were extracted from the full care episode.
2. Stopwords defined in nltk.stopwords(‘finnish’) and
some additional common Finnish stop words were
removed.
3. Neighboring keywords were combined into keyphrases
and the highest scores of the components were used as
phrase scores.
4. Duplicate keywords were removed.
5. Keywords were mapped back to corresponding
headings.
6. 10% of care episode tokens were returned in order of
their appearance in the care episode.
Experimental setup
Keyword summaries were extracted using the two methods
from 40 randomly selected care episodes that were not used in
training. The care episodes consisted of at least 5 and at most
15 individual nursing entries. The evaluation was then
performed by three domain experts with a nursing background
who we here refer to as evaluators. First, two of the evaluators
evaluated the keyword summaries of both methods
independently. Finally, the third one assessed and decided on a
consensus for the disagreeing assessments. For each care
episode, the evaluators were instructed to read the keyword
summary, then read all the original nursing entries from the care
episodes, and finally return to the keyword summary to score
it. The main question for the evaluators was how well the
keyword summaries succeed at conveying the necessary
information about the documented nursing care in a way that it
enables them to provide an intuitive overview of the content of
the care episodes. Each keyword summary was evaluated with
a four-class rating (Table 1).
Statistical significance between the ratings of the two methods
was tested with Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test. A two-tailed 0.5
point effect with an alpha of 0.05 and a power of 0.80 yielded a
needed sample size of 35 to detect the effect. A total of 40 care
episodes were evaluated to ensure a sufficient sample size. The
manual evaluation and statistical analysis were blinded to
which method was the Explainer Extractor and which was the
PR Extractor.
Table 1- Manual evaluation scale.

PR Extractor - Keyword extraction with modified
PageRank
This method uses a modified version of the PageRank
algorithm. It uses word embeddings, and their cosine similarity
scores to form a word-similarity graph before applying the
PageRank algorithm.
Base model and data
The word2vec toolkit was used to obtain vector representation
of words [10]. The model was trained with the skip-gram
architecture, a dimensionality of 300, and otherwise default
hyperparameters. Corpus used for training contained 136M
tokens obtained from nursing and doctors’ entries from the
same hospital as above.
Keyword extraction
After training, word similarities were calculated using cosine
similarity. These were used to create a word-similarity graph
before applying the PageRank algorithm. The algorithm
calculates word importance based on their centrality in the
graph.
The following is the full keyword extraction pipeline for a care
episode:

Rating

Explanation

4

This adequately conveys an overview of the
information in the care episode.

3

This only partly conveys an overview of the
information - central information/keywords
are missing

2

This poorly conveys the information.

1

Unable to assess.

Results
The Bidirectional-LSTM model used as the backend of
Explainer Extractor had a prediction accuracy of 73.6% on the
test set.
The results of the manual evaluation are presented in Table 2.
Explainer Extractor achieved the best results with 55% of the
summaries being rated as adequate for conveying an overview
of the information in the associated care episodes (rating of 4).
For PR Extractor, 22.5% of the summaries got a rating of 4. All
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keyword summaries extracted by both methods could be
assessed. The median for the evaluations of the Explainer
Extractor was 4 (IQR 1) and the median for the PR Extractor
was 3 (IQR 0). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a
statistically significant difference between the ratings of the two
methods (Z = -3.021, p = 0.003).
Table 2 - Results of the manual evaluation.
Rating

Explainer Extractor

PR Extractor

4

55.0 % (22)

22.5 % (9)

3

42.5 % (17)

67.5 % (27)

2

2.5 % (1)

10.0 % (4)

1

0.0 % (0)

0.0 % (0)

Discussion
The results indicate that it is possible to make keyword-based
summaries from care episodes, where the best performing
method, Explainer Extractor, generated summaries rated as
adequate for 55% of the care episodes (rating of 4). Only 2.5%
of the summaries poorly conveyed the information in the
associated care episodes. In the future, this type of automated
summary could be useful during emergency situations when a
patient is rapidly deteriorating and there’s a need to get a quick
glance of the patient's health history.
Previous work has shown that supervised keyword extraction
methods, based on tailored training data, can provide good
performance [8]. However, the task specificity reflected in the
training data also puts restrictions on their applications. The
approach presented here relies instead on a very different type
of training data that is readily available from the original data
and can thus be seen as a task-agnostic approach to keyword
extraction since it does not need tailored training data for this
exact purpose.
Future research is needed to gain knowledge on how these
methods, Explainer Extractor in particular, can be further
improved by exploring better ways to rank paragraphs and
keywords and how to represent them better for the user. We are
planning to explore how the use of LIME for keyword
extraction and summarization performs for other data sets,
where other “proxy” classification tasks can be formulated, for
example, physician notes with ICD codes, or clinical progress
note categories (as in [13] ). In addition, other text classification
models, such as the more recent transformer-based models, as
well as other explanation methods for extracting keywords and
key phrases may increase the quality of keyword summaries. In
the reported experiment, summaries were presented to the
evaluators simply as a set of boxes, one for each unique topic
heading and the associated keywords and key phrases (see
Figure 2 part 3).
As future research, we also plan to explore other ways of
visualizing such summaries to the user, e.g., through a timelinebased interface. An interactive visualization system could for
example enable users to see full sentences, paragraphs, or
documents when more detailed information is needed.
Displaying the full text to the user with keywords and key
phrases simply highlighted (as in Figure 2 part 2) might be
another way of enhancing reading speed.
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Conclusions
We tested two methods at the task of automatically generating
keyword summaries from nursing entries in patient care
episodes. We found that our proposed method based on model
explainability, or XAI, outperformed a baseline method that
relied on word embeddings and PageRank. The results are
promising and indicate that this method could be helpful to
nurses in providing them with an intuitive overview of the
information documented in patient care episodes, particularly
when time is limited.
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